2020 FCPL/FCPS Collaborative Booklist Grades 6-8
Frederick County Public School students can access these books and other resources at no cost with their student ID number. Visit fcpl.org/StudentSuccess to learn how.

**Adventure**

**Series**
- Babysitter’s Guide to Monsters Series by Joe Ballarini
  J FIC BALLARINI

- Mighty Jack Series by Ben Hatke
  J GRAPHIC FIC MIGHTY *

**Individual Titles**
- This Was Our Pact by Ryan Andrews
  Y GRAPHIC FIC ANDREWS * +

- Race to the Sun by Rebecca Roanhorse
  J FIC ROANHORSE * # +

- The Okay Witch by Emma Steinkellner
  J GRAPHIC FIC STEINKELLNER

- Wild Bird by Wendelin Van Draanen
  Y FIC VAN DRAANEN

**Biography**

**Individual Titles**
- This Promise of Change by Jo Ann Allen Boyce
  J B BOYCE *

**Fantasy**

**Authors**
- Katherine Arden
  J FIC ARDEN *

- Holly Black
  Y FIC BLACK * # +

- Julie Dao
  Y FIC DAO +

- Tamora Pierce
  Y FIC PIERCE * # +

- Victoria Schwab
  J FIC SCHWAB * # +

**Series**
- Charlie Hernandez Series by Ryan Calejo
  J FIC CALEJO +

- Storm Runner Series by Jennifer Cervantes
  J FIC CERVANTES * +

- The Land of Stories Series by Chris Colfer
  J FIC COLFER *

- The Dark Lord Clementine by Sarah Jean Horwitz
  J FIC HORWITZ #

- Tristan Strong punches a hole in the sky by Kwame Mbalia
  J FIC MBALIA * # +

- Nameless Queen by Rebecca McLaughlin
  Y FIC MCLAUGHLIN

- Seafire by Natalie C. Parker
  Y FIC PARKER +

**Fiction**

**Authors**
- Cynthia Hand
  Y FIC HAND * # +

- Kayla Miller
  J GRAPHIC FIC MILLER * +

- Jason Reynolds
  Y FIC REYNOLDS / J FIC REYNOLDS * # +

**Series**
- Berrybrook Middle School Series by Svetlana Chmakova
  J GRAPHIC FIC CHMAKOVA

**Individual Titles**
- The Usual Suspects by Maurice Broaddus
  J FIC BROADDUS # +

- Zenobia July by Lisa Bunker
  J FIC BUNKER

- Dough Boys by Paula Chase
  Y FIC CHASE #

- New Kid by Jerry Craft
  J GRAPHIC FIC CRAFT * # +
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The Remarkable Journey of Coyote Sunrise by Dan Gemeinhart
J FIC GEMEINHART * +

All Rights Reserved by Gregory Scott Katsoulis
Y FIC KATSOULIS

The Bridge Home by Padma Venkatraman
Y FIC VENKATRAMAN +

Genesis Begins Again by Alicia Williams
Y FIC WILLIAMS * +

Historical Fiction

Individual Titles
All the Greys on Greene Street by Laura Tucker
J FIC TUCKER

Mystery

Authors
Varian Johnson
Y FIC JOHNSON * # +

Series
Serafina Series by Robert Beatty
J MYS BEATTY * # +

Goldie Vance Series by Hope Larson
Y FIC GOLDIE - GRAPHIC FORMAT #

Nonfiction

Individual Titles
Caught! Nabbing History's Most Wanted by Georgia Bragg
J 364.109 BRAG *

Torpedoed: The True Story of the World War II Sinking of “The Children's Ship” by Deborah Heiligman
J 940.542 HEIL * +

Fault Lines in the Constitution by Cynthia Levinson
J 342.73 LEVI #

Free Lunch by Rex Ogle
Y 362.709 OGLE *

Myths, Legends & Sacred Stories
J 398.2 MYTH

Girls Who Code: Learn to Code and Change the World by Reshma Saujani
J 005.102 SAUJ *

A Thousand Sisters: The Heroic Airwomen of the Soviet Union in World War II by Elizabeth Wein
Y 940.544 WEIN

What the Eagle Sees: Indigenous Stories of Rebellion and Renewal by Eldon Yellowhorn
J 970.004 YELL # +

Science Fiction

Authors
Marie Lu
Y FIC LU * # +

Marissa Meyer
Y FIC MEYER * +

Series
Last Pick Series by Jason Walz
Y GRAPHIC FIC LAST *

Ignite the Stars Series by Maura Milan
Y FIC MILAN #

Individual Titles
Sal & Gabi Break the Universe by Carlos Hernandez
J FIC HERNANDEZ * # +

Dragon Pearl by Yoon Ha Lee
J FIC LEE * # +

* available as an FCPL ebook
# available through FCPL on Hoopla
+ available through FCPS on Axis 360